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Discovering Your Deep Desire

Embracing Emotions of Success

Overcoming Fear and Resistance

Committing to Action

Take time this week to reflect on your current challenges or activities you’re engaged 
in. Consider what deeper desires or values may be driving these pursuits.

Visualise the successful outcome of your goals in vivid detail.  

Identify goals that evokes feelings of fear or resistance within you.

Break it down into manageable steps. List what skill & resources you need and who 
can help you. Then list the actions to get these.

Ask yourself questions like: 
- What am I truly seeking to achieve or experience through these endeavors? 
- What underlying emotions or needs am I trying to fulfill? 

Journaling or meditation can be helpful tools for exploring these questions and gaining clarity 
on your deepest desires.

Then practice these steps:
- Take a closer look at the specific fears or limiting beliefs that are holding you back from  
   pursuing your goal. e.i: I am not smart enough, I don’t have enough money.
- Challenge these thoughts  - the fear. Ask, ‘Can I know for sure this is true?’ ‘Could anything else 
   possibly be true?’ ‘Is anyone else having a different experience? How?’ ‘What if the opposite 
   was true? What does that look like?’

Then apply these steps:
- Schedule action plan to work toward your goals into your daily routine 
- Hold yourself accountable by tracking your progress and 
- Celebrate your accomplishments along the way.

Remember that consistent action is key to achieving your goals, so stay focused and 
committed to moving forward, even when faced with obstacles or setbacks.

This is how:
Close your eyes and imagine yourself achieving your desired outcome. Engage all your senses to 
immerse yourself in the experience. What do you see, hear, feel, smell, and taste in this moment 
of success? Allow yourself to fully embody the feelings associated with achieving your goal, 
whether it’s joy, pride, excitement, or gratitude. 

Practice this visualisation exercise daily throughout the week to strengthen your emotional 
connection to your goals.
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MONTHLY MINDSET CHALLENGE

Dreams to Reality


